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 My observations: 

 

1. The Coleman Andrews intervention was a success, albeit a limited one, because the deep cuts 
in labour costs that were necessary to make SAA competitive were resisted by organized labour. 
However, the gains that were made have regressed substantially in the past fifteen years and 
the state is yet again confronted with the urgent need to intervene to settle debt obligations 
and inject capital in favour of SAA. 

2. We have deferred our responsibility and obligations to ask difficult questions in 2002 and in 
subsequent years on the question of purpose for SAA?  

3. We have failed to ensure that the Boards since 2002 consisted of individuals with extensive and 
deep business experience and air transport competence and that it was given the oversight 
latitude without political interference. 

 

The state of SAA today. 
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4. More critically, we have failed to ensure that management with both business and air transport  
experience  is appointed to run the airline on strictly commercial basis. 

5. We are now faced with the same challenges that made it necessary to bring in Coleman 
Andrews. SAA was technically insolvent then as it is now. However what we have now is 
catastrophic in proportion.  

6. The level of accumulated losses and the capital injection required raises very serious questions 
about the level of the opportunity cost that, given our economic situation and the increasing social 
challenges and obligations that confront us, has become morally impossible to defend and justify. 
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There are no simple answers to questions 2,3, and 4 in your brief. Whatever option is ultimately 
chosen, the State must undertake an urgent rational evaluation of the ‘’Public Interest’’ factor and 
finally make a decision on purpose and ownership….. 

I have noted that the Min of Finance has stated the need for integrating the SAA operating assets. 
This unfortunately goes counter to conventional wisdom that separates low cost ‘’point to point’’ 
operations from ‘’long haul’’ operations. Success drivers in the former business model focus on low 
costs; in the latter on revenue optimization on the long routes. The correct statement would be to 
say ‘’optimize operating assets’’. Operating structures are therefore different….. It is immensely 
difficult for an airline to be both.  

The real and fundamental question as discussed earlier is: What must be done to make SAA ‘’Fit 
for Purpose’’?  

 I see the following options for SAA: 

1. Put SAA into business rescue and restructure aggressively. This provides a legally 
unchallengeable environment to do what is necessary. Under this option, all legacy agreements 
(including employment) are up for revision within the limited affordability. 
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2. Pursue an aggressive drive for efficiency optimization at all levels while concurrently developing detailed answers 
to the question: What exactly must be done to make SAA ‘’Fit for Purpose’’ in all respects?  

a) Define clear purpose and market place for the low cost and long haul operations 

b) Define appropriate business models and organizational strategies and structures 

c) Develop appropriate Aircraft fleet plan and human resources strategy 

d)  Develop a funding framework and plan 

e) Draw a comprehensive and detailed execution plan and clear intended outcomes 

f) All of the above must be completed within ten (10) weeks 

g) Then decide on the level and type of capital injection required based on this exercise and outcomes that are 
possible. To do otherwise would be less than what the fiduciary responsibility demands. 

h) Implement aggressively for fifteen months to realize expected outcomes 

 

It is critical that this process is executed under very tight independent supervision and oversight for success and in 
order to protect the public interest because we have been here before.  
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Shareholder Decisions and Initiatives. 
Developments since Nov 2017 
 

In the light of the serious liquidity crisis that necessitated an urgent need to capitalize the SAA by an 
amount of R10.25 billion in October 2017, the following decisions were taken by the shareholder: 

• A new Board for SAA was appointed in November 2017. 

• The shareholder decided to implement urgent measures to stem the losses and implement a 
turn-around strategy (LTTS) 

• Vuyani Jarana was appointed the new CEO on 1 November 2017 and an airline turn-around 
strategist, Peter Davies, was appointed as a Chief Restructuring Officer to oversee an operational 
restructuring and efficiency optimization. 

• A high level Oversight Forum between SAA and Treasury was established to monitor the 
implementation of the turn-around strategy.  

• The CEO has with effect from April engaged me as an external consultant for six months to advice 
him on development of the Policy and Regulatory sector including the LTTS outcomes. This is 
fortuitous because I have now had a much deeper insight into the LTTS. 



Key Drivers for Successful Strategy Execution 
Lessons from the Coal Face 

The essence of strategy development is successful execution. Otherwise it remains a dream and a 
concept. 

The following Key factors are critical for success: 

1. A diagnosis of the operational and structural weaknesses must be accurately analyzed and 
comprehensively understood. 

2. Comprehensively analyze and identify Key challenges and constraints in the operating context. 

3. Develop a Turn-Around-Strategy. Maximum Three months. Refer slide 5 above. 

4. Secure shareholder approval and alignment at all critical levels in the organization. 
Communication strategy is Key. 

5. Insource an experienced team with executive authority to prepare an implementation plan with 
timelines and execute aggressively under a dedicated oversight authority. 

6. Develop and document all Key operational processes and their implications on the business 
model reorganization and funding. 

7. Develop a detailed framework for measuring intended outcomes and associated risks. 

 

 

 



• The airline business is typically highly capital intensive and characterized by very thin profit margins 

• The principal contributor to turn-over for any airline is the route network and how it is managed and optimized.  

• Successful airlines, and indeed other road transport companies, manage their traffic routes on the basis of profit 

and loss. In essence, all the critical cost and revenue drivers must be managed on a granular basis and optimized to 

achieve sustainable profitability per route.  

• Evidence demonstrates that this is one area that, because of the lack of appropriate competencies and skills, was 

historically not well managed and has constituted a key weakness for SAA. 

• The unavoidable conclusion from the above is that a commercial culture and mind-set is sadly lacking in SAA. 

Clearly a dominant attitude is that SAA must provide a public service at all costs and the government shall provide the 

required funds when needed. This is an attitude reminiscent of the days when SAA was a subsidiary and integral part 

of Transnet in the late 80’s to early 90’s. The role of Transnet Treasury then was to secure and allocate funds. 

Traditionally the profitable entities like Portnet subsidized the under-performing ones like SAA. 

  

 

Key Success Factors for Airline Management. 
 



What underlies the route management weaknesses? 

 SAA is deeply unprofitable in both the South African domestic market and routes to sub-Saharan 
Africa (regionally), due to cost inflation and over-capacity.  

 

• Net margins are approx. -7% both domestically and regionally leaving SAA with a cost structure 
that is 20-40% higher than competitors driven mainly by overheads, maintenance costs, leasing 
costs and high cost of sale.  

•  The majority of routes (16 of 26) are unprofitable (fully cost allocated), with the greatest losses 
experienced in the domestic market where SAA flies unprofitably against Mango and Kulula (-
R1.3B 12 months year ended Nov 2016).  



What underlies the route management weaknesses?..cntd 

The Intercontinental business is in need of full-scale turnaround with many routes loss-
making, an uncompetitive cost structure, an obsolete fleet, sub-optimal yields, less than 
optimal operating metrics and poor customer experience.  

• Current routes losses(Key loss makers): -R643M (2015); -R900M (2016); -R1 312M 
(2017)  

• CASK 10-50% higher than benchmark competitors (Emirates, Kenya, Ethiopian, etc.).  

• The turnaround required will need to succeed despite two structural challenges, an 
‘end-of hemisphere location’ and ‘destination hub’.  

•  End of hemisphere: no longitudinal links, network disadvantaged vs. northern hubs (e.g., 
London, Dubai).  

• Destination hub: 63% of intercontinental traffic originates outside of Africa (and typically 
favours intercontinental competitors).  

The most profound and baffling question is why were these routes allowed to be loss 
making for so many years? Some as much as six years in a row? 

 

 



Key Objectives of the LTTS 

1. Transform SAA into a commercially capable organization, while defending the passenger safety 
track record – ‘Flying for Profits’ 

2. Establish an efficient production and operating platform for SAA  

3. Win the battle for premium and business traveller in the domestic market 

4. Win the battle for price sensitive segment of the domestic market (LCC) 

5. Become a focused and niche player in the international market leveraging alliances and 
partnerships  

 

 



Key Objectives of the LTTS…cntd 

1. Grow scale in the regional market through organic growth and commercial partnerships to take 
advantage of growth in air travel market on the continent as well as Single African Air Travel 
Market (SAATM)  

2. Lead in customer experience management  

3. Develop aviation skills for SAA and achieve workforce diversity in all occupational categories  

4.  Influence the aviation policy in South Africa and the rest of the continent defend SAA market 
position and enable further growth in the market  

5. Strengthen balance sheet and address liquidity challenges  

I am satisfied that the diagnosis and solutions as elaborated in the LTTS are comprehensive and 
accurate.  

I am also confident that the new team can execute successfully subject to the observations that 
follow. 

 

 

 

 



Can the LTTS be quickly and successfully implement? 
What are the Key obstacles and Challenges. 

The key to success will depend heavily on: 

1. Capacity and capability to lead and execute. A new and experienced team has just been 
sourced-in. 

2. Exco Must have the latitude to make decisions on the go but with an eye on the agreed 
outcomes. At the moment the CEO and his team are extremely handicapped. 

3. Transformation of this nature and magnitude is very disruptive and it requires executive 
decision making authority to execute successfully. 

4. The question and solution required is how to put in place a Restructuring Oversight Authority, 
with knowledge and experience, for the duration of at least one year to oversee the 
implementation. 

5. The past strategies were never realized precisely because SAA was starved of dedicated 
expertise and capacity to oversee the execution. Failure under the current economic conditions 
will be untenable and disastrous.  

6. There is perceptible transformation fatigue within the airline. This is made worse by the fear of 
unavoidable downsizing that must happen in the near future. Without it the outcomes in the 
LTTS cannot be realized. 

 

 



Can the LTTS be quickly and successfully implement? 
What are the Key obstacles and Challenges….cntd 

 

 

A. At the moment limitations imposed by the Section 54 requirements and by The Significance & 
Materiality Framework (SMF) developed with National Treasury delay mission critical decisions 
and progress. 

 

B. The state must be conscious of the need for a coordinated Whole of State Aviation Policy and 
establish a ‘’Whole of State Aviation Coordinating Council’’ as a matter of urgency. A draft Policy 
Paper has been completed and is ready for submission to Treasury.    



Transformation Strategy Framework 


